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As with everything else that SPCEA offers, the goal of the 2022 conference is to educate. As a 
non-profit organization, SPCEA is focused on providing a learning experience, and this year’s 
conference delivers just that. The theme of the conference is “developing cost engineering 
capabilities of the future” because the future is already here and the manufacturing 
environment is changing rapidly. The cost engineering field needs to adapt to the new 
environment just as rapidly. The success of future companies depends on having the most 
cost efficient products even as these products, their manufacturing processes, locations, raw 
material prices, and CO² requirements are changing dramatically. So, future cost engineers 
will have to be able to quickly adjust their estimates, provide their organization with accurate 
information, negotiate best prices with suppliers, and find cost reduction opportunities 
created by this ever changing environment. We thank all of the speakers and others for their 
contributions and hope that you have a great learning experience.

SPCEA
ABOUT

 Our Mission

The Society of Product 
Cost Engineering and 
Analytics is a 501(c)(6) 
non-profit organization 
dedicated to promoting 
awareness and knowledge 

of cost engineering and analytics in the 
manufacturing of products, thereby enabling 
improved industry profitability and increased 
employment that result in the betterment  
of society.

 Our Vision

To be the prominent global 
hub of cost engineering and 
analytics knowledge sharing 
by establishing foundational 
standards, providing 
education and certification, 

and driving thought leadership within 
manufacturing industries.

Conference Overview

Contact us: Phone
1-678-626-0783

E-mail
conference@spcea.org
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speakersKEYNOTE

Umesh Goel
Partner, McKinsey, USA

Umesh is a Partner in the Philadelphia office 
and leads our commercial and off-highway 
sub-sector of Automotive. He has extensive 
experience leading Operations and Procure-
ment transformations across the sector. 
Umesh is focused on developing the next 
horizon of procurement performance for 
automotive, commercial trucks, off-highway 

equipment/ machinery value chain while enabling effective response to 
inflation and supply challenges.

Roman 
Belotserkovskiy
Partner, McKinsey, USA

Roman is a Partner in the Austin office and a 
core leader in our Global Energy and Materials 
Practice where he leads the Global Electric 
Power Procurement and Supply Chain Service 
Line. He has extensive experience leading 
procurement and supply chain transforma-

tions across industries. In addition, Roman has extensive experience 
with manufacturing and industrial operations focusing on integration  
of procurement and supply chain levers into holistic performance excel-
lence transformations. Today Roman is focused on developing the next 
horizon of procurement and supply chain performance for power utilities, 
renewable developers and other players in the global energy value 
chain while enabling effective response to supply chain challenges.  
In addition, Roman is leading global McKinsey initiative focused on 
inflation response and resiliency to macroeconomic uncertainty.

McKinsey’s Umesh 
Goel and Roman 
Belotserkovskiy
will deliver the SPCEA 2022 Con-

ference keynote address entitled 

“Navigating Market Uncertainties 

Through Cost Engineering”. They 

will discuss how cost engineering 

capabilities play a central role in a 

holistic response to inflation, vola-

tility and market disruption. Addi-

tionally, they will share examples 

of cutting edge cost engineering 

capabilities and discuss how 

these approaches can help orga-

nizations across sectors optimize 

economic and sustainability im-

pacts while supporting enterprise 

success increasingly challenging 

market conditions.
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speakersEXPERT

Chris Domanski
President, SPCEA
Director – Cost Optimization at Forvia
USA

Frank Weinert 
Managing Director 
costdata GmbH 
Germany

Tobias Uding
Head of Sales 
costdata GmbH
Germany

Chris Domanski is a co-founder of SPCEA and is the author of 
the CRC Press published book “Cost Engineering: A Practical 
Method for Sustainable Profit Generation in Manufacturing” and 
the BEP published book “The Cost: A Business Novel to Help 
Companies Increase Revenues and Profits.” Chris has over 28 
years of experience in Cost Engineering, Purchasing, Finance, 
and Engineering in the automotive industry, most recently as a 
Director of Cost Optimization at Forvia (Faurecia), the 7th largest 
supplier of automotive components in the world. Chris has had 
the fortune of working for many great companies, large and 
small, such as Ford Motor Company, Continental Automotive, 
TRW, ZF Group, Methode Electronics, Nexteer Automotive, 
and Forvia (Faurecia). Chris had an opportunity to work for 
both customers and suppliers within the industry, thus sat on 
both sides of the negotiation table. This unique experience has 
given Chris an unmatched level of expertise in all areas of Cost 
Engineering discipline. Chris also administers a LinkedIn Group 
“Manufacturing Cost/Price Estimators, Engineers, Analysts, and 
Controllers” with over 5,700 members and is a frequent speaker 
at the annual cost engineering conferences. Chris graduated 
with a Bachelor of Science Degree in Mechanical Engineering 
from Wayne State University in Detroit, Michigan, and a Master’s 
Degree in Business Administration with Finance concentration 
from Oakland University in Rochester Hills, Michigan. He also 
holds a certificate in Negotiation and Leadership from Harvard 
University Law School in Boston, Massachusetts.

Ed Pretzel
Founder & President 
Collaborative Supply Chains 
USA

Edward is the Founder and President of Collaborative Supply 
Chains, a company dedicated to implementing product cost models 
in supply chains. Collaborative Supply Chains works with some of 
the world’s most recognizable brands such as John Deere, Roush, 
Magna, Bobcat and Flextronics. Prior to the founding of Collabora-
tive Supply Chains, Edward managed cost modeling programs for 
General Motors, Lear, ZF, Dana and Nexteer. Edward is considered 
a leading pioneer in the industry’s move to collaborative cost model-
ing within supply chains and regularly speaks about these strategies 
at Michigan State University and Wayne State University.

Frank Weinert, graduated engineer in production technology (FH), 
is Managing Director of costdata GmbH in Cologne. After working 
for ten years as a purchaser, cost analyst and process optimizer at 
Ford, he founded costdata GmbH to offer professional solutions for 
creating cost transparency in purchasing, controlling, sales and 
development. costdata’s software solutions, extensive databases 
and  experience of more than twenty years with global consulting 
projects have made the company one of the top players in the field 
of Cost Engineering. Frank Weinert also trains cost engineers as 
a lecturer at the Cost Engineering Academy and gives lectures on 
purchasing and supply chain management as a guest lecturer at the 
Koblenz University of Applied Sciences.

Tobias Uding, Master of Science (M. Sc.) in Business Administra-
tion, is Head of Sales at costdata GmbH in Cologne. For six years, 
he has been the direct contact for all customers interested in the 
company’s portfolio of consulting, software and data. He has gained 
extensive project experience working with well-known national and 
international companies in various industries, such as the automo-
tive, electromobility, electronics, and metal industries. Since 2018, 
Tobias Uding has been lecturing on the topic of cost engineering at 
various German universities.
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Valorie Hendrix 
Owner and Lead Consultant 
Dynamic Empire Consulting 
USA

Eric Gierahn
Sr. Manager – Product Program Cost  
Optimization, General Motors Corporation
USA

speakers  (CONTINUED)

EXPERT

Valorie has spent 10 years in manufacturing where she was an 
accountant, value engineer, quality engineer, and Lean Six Sigma 
engineer. She currently works as an independent business 
consultant helping organizations with throughput, quality, and 
VAVE. Valorie is also author of the book “Streamlining Function 
and Value: How to Reduce Cost and Deliver Exceptional Value”. 

Eric Gierahn is an Engineering Group Manager with General 
Motors who leads a team of experts in component material and 
vendor tooling costs. Eric’s team focuses on electronics and 
advanced vehicle technologies to support product programs 
across the Vehicle Development Process, providing engineered 
and accurate costs, driving a design to cost focus across the 
organization. Prior to joining GM in 2015, Eric held several leader-
ship roles in Corporate Strategy, Management Consulting, and 
Engineering Management. Eric holds an MBA from the University 
of Illinois and a BS in Engineering from Bradley University.

Jeff Miller
Semiconductor Technology Cost Lead
General Motors Corporation
USA

Jeff Miller has over 36 years of engineering, manufacturing, 
and commercial experience within the vehicular and appliance 
electronics industries, serving in roles at General Motors, John 
Deere, Standard Motor Products, Ford Motor Company, 
Whirlpool Corporation, and Panasonic Automotive Systems. 
Jeff has been active within the cost engineering profession for 
many years. Jeff is co-founder of SPCEA, is a frequent speaker 
at cost engineering conferences, and is a contributing author 
to “Realistic Cost Estimating For Manufacturing” published by 
SME. Jeff earned a B.S. degree in Electrical Engineering from 
Kettering University, an M.S. degree in Industrial Engineering 
from Purdue University, and an MBA from Rollins College. He 
also holds a Certificate in Executive Management from the 
University of Notre Dame.  

Severin Heimrath 
CEO / Managing Director  
AWS Systemtechnik GmbH 
Germany

Severin Heimrath joined AWS Systemtechnik in 2008. Since 
2012 he has been a member of the AWS management team and 
since 2016 MD / CEO. In his position as managing director he 
is responsible for the development of the AWS product portfolio 
and the ongoing improvement of the AWS calculation method- 
ologies. Severin focuses on cost and emission engineering 
programs across various industries. His experience ranges from 
global benchmarks of confectionery including edible material, 
packaging and logistics to automotive optimization programs 
culminating in cost out programs for power generation equip-
ment. Prior to working at AWS, Severin gained experience in 
the aerospace and power generation industry. Severin holds a 
diploma in Business Administration and Engineering from the 
University of Applied Sciences in Munich.

Douglas T. Hicks, CPA
Cost Measurement and Management  
Consultant / Author 
USA

During his thirty-seven years as an author, speaker and consul-
tant, Doug Hicks has championed the development of practical, 
down-to-earth managerial costing solutions. In that time, he has 
helped over 250 organizations of all types and sizes transform their 
history-oriented accounting data into customized, value-enhancing 
decision support information that provides their decision makers 
with the accurate and relevant intelligence they need to thrive and 
grow in a competitive world. He has shared his experience through 
hundreds of seminars and conferences, articles that have been 
published in dozens of trade and professional periodicals and 
four books that have sold over 15,000 copies worldwide. Doug 
is a 1970 graduate of the University of Michigan – Dearborn. In 
1997, he was awarded the University’s “Professional Growth and 
Scholarship Award” for his role as a leader in advancing managerial 
costing concepts. He is a member of the Institute of Management 
Accountants, the Michigan Association of CPAs, and a Director of 
The Profitability Analytics Center of Excellence.
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Marco Salvini  
Global Costing Manager 
Körber Tissue 
Italy

Carsten Voss 
Cost Capability Engineering Manager 
Rolls-Royce 
Germany

speakers  (CONTINUED)

EXPERT

Carsten has held multiple engineering and business leadership 
positions in design engineering and manufacturing environments 
delivering profitability improvements. His activities reached from 
individual project cost recovery up to leading company turn 
around planning and execution in a CEO role during the global 
financial crisis. He currently leads a multinational cost engineer-
ing team across multiple sites with a focus on product cost  
competitiveness within the Rolls-Royce Civil Aerospace Business 
 Unit. Within the Rolls-Royce cost engineering discipline, he 
champions standardization, automation and organizational self- 
service. He has led his team to making a cost competitiveness 
impact on a current annual spent of £6bn in current products 
and numerous additional novel products in the development 
stage. Carsten is a 2006 graduate of the University of Wildau 
and holds a Masters degree in mechanical engineering. He is a 
mtec Stade academy certified composite technology manufac-
turing engineer and a member of VDI. In 2017 he received the 
national award of JCI Germany. He is an appointed innovation 
and competitiveness expert to the European Commission.

Marco’s experiences in engineering, production, project manage-
ment and controlling in multinational companies (from automotive 
to tissue’s producers) contribute to give him flexibility and open 
minded approach to do deep dive cost analysis and cost reduc-
tion projects. During all these steps, he maturated his pragmatic 
skill and was able to implement reliable Estimating and Costing 
methodology in the company he worked for. Such structured 
methodology were presented in several conferences and became 
the objective for lots of companies, which really want to steer 
their cost to increase company’s profit. Marco is a graduate of 
Univerisità di Pisa in Aerospace Engineering, got a Master in 
Finance and Controlling and LSS Black Belt certification.

Craig Theisen 
Author / Former VP and GM  
at Johnson Controls 
USA

Craig Theisen worked for 35 years in the highly competitive 
automotive parts supply business. His career included roles in 
engineering, research, sales, program management, product  
management, quality, and general management at Prince 
Corporation and Johnson Controls. Craig’s experiences in the 
various responsibilities had a common element – automotive 
customers wanted parts they purchased to meet their perfor-
mance and quality requirements, and be the lowest, competitive 
cost. Recognizing these customer wants (while VP of Product 
Management), Craig led the development of a system to optimize 
product costs during the product development phase – before 
the products went into production. The system resulted in  
hundreds of millions of dollars of product lifecycle cost being 
removed prior to production starting. Recognizing that many 
companies develop products, put them into production, then 
spend years removing cost from them, Craig wrote the book 
“C-O-S-T: Cost Optimization System and Technique”, which 
details how companies can optimize product cost before the 
product begins production. The book was published in March 
2022 and Craig is now busy promoting the book. Craig has a 
degree in Mechanical Engineering from Lehigh University in 
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.
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New this year, SPCEA is offering virtual booths to companies who are interested in sponsoring 
the conference to show off their products and offerings. For example, if you are a costing 
software company, you’ll be able to welcome potential clients into your booths to demo your 
software. Or, if you’re a company recruiting cost engineers, you’ll be able to welcome potential 
candidates to discuss open positions and your company in general. Or, if you’re an author, 
you’ll be able to discuss your book(s) with potential buyers. Please contact Jeff Miller at 
jmiller@spcea.org if you’re interested. He will provide you with the details.

Virtual Booths

SPCEA Contributor Of The Year

The SPCEA Contributor Of The Year recognizes an individual (or a team) who has 
shown continuing dedication to the cost engineering profession and who has 
made significant and sustained volunteer contributions to SPCEA. Contributions 
should be of a highly significant nature and contribute positively to the 
advancement of SPCEA and/or the product cost engineering profession.

A few examples of such contributions would include:

• Uncommon and sustained volunteer service to SPCEA

• Assistance with conferences and other SPCEA events.

• Providing forums and media through which experiences with the principles and techniques of 
cost estimating and analysis may be reported, discussed and published in furtherance of public 
interest (e.g. editorial, publications, symposium leader, etc.).

• Cooperating with other organizations and individuals, having common or related purposes that 
contribute to the cost estimating and analysis community of practice.

• Significantly advancing SPCEA’s professional status and making significant personal 
commitments to SPCEA.

• Demonstrating an outstanding accomplishment within the field of product cost engineering.

• Exemplifying how cost analysis work provides decision support by influencing the management 
vision, goals, and objectives.

Nominations will be accepted from September 12, 2022, through October 10, 2022. Nominations 
will be evaluated by the Awards Committee, with the winner being announced on November 10 
at the SPCEA Annual Conference. Please submit your nomination (with the name, title, company 
of the nominee along with a description of his/her contribution) to the following email address: 
2022AwardNomination@spcea.org.

spcea.org/conference
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day 1
NOVEMBER 9, 2022

Introduction / Kick-Off
Chris Domanski, CPCE, President – SPCEA, USA

Chris Domanski, President of SPCEA and Director of Cost Optimization at Forvia, will kick-off the conference and will provide an 
introduction to SPCEA’s training and certification opportunities and how SPCEA is working to raise awareness and knowledge of the 
cost engineering profession in the manufacturing of products.

Navigating market uncertainties through cost engineering
Umesh Goel and Roman Belotserkovskiy, Partners at McKinsey, USA

 Listen to Umesh Goel and Roman Belotserkovskiy, Partners at McKinsey kick off the conference with their thoughts on how cost 
engineering capabilities play a central role in a holistic response to inflation, volatility and market disruption.

 Setting up an enterprise-wide inflation offset and negotiation process
Ed Pretzel, Founder & President, Collaborative Supply Chains, USA

 The session will review the common inflation offset opportunities and the key strategies for effective negotiations. Also important 
is how to set up an enterprise-wide standard process in supply chain management organizations to manage hundreds of the most 
critical price increases.

 Market data as the solution for handling complexity and uncertainty in times  
of COVID and global conflicts
Frank Weinert, Managing Director and Tobias Uding, Head of Sales, costdata GmbH, Germany

 Understanding the situation, solving the issues and getting the best results is possible only for companies who have the right data. 
As we see now for nearly three years, the global crisis seems to be a continuous situation which affects material costs, freight and 
supply chain costs, energy costs (since end of 2021) and now markets with the highest inflation rates for decades.  costdata GmbH – 
a leading and proven market data provider from Germany – will give insights on this topic.

Key factors in effective cost modeling at manufacturers
 Douglas T. Hicks, CPA, Cost Measurement and Management Consultant, author of “Activity-Based Costing: Making it Work for Small 
and Mid-Sized Companies” and “I May Be Wrong, But I Doubt It: How Accounting Information Undermines Profitability”, USA

 There are five key factors that determine whether or not a manufacturer’s cost model reflects economic reality. These are: its 
fundamental structure, its ability to predict costs, its use of causality in both predicting and assigning costs, its measurement of 
capacity, and its incorporation of economic, not financial, measurements of cost. This session will discuss each of these factors 
and their importance in ensuring the accuracy of cost information used to support business decisions.

How to be cost efficient in Agile
Valorie Hendrix, Owner and Lead Consultant, Dynamic Empire Consulting, USA

 Agile is well known for creating throughput within a project by using sprints. But what Agile does not focus on is the relationship of the 
features of cost analysis in comparison to what the customer is willing to pay. In this presentation, Valorie will discuss what and how 
to make Agile a more cost-efficient driven method without losing the throughput benefits.  

spcea.org/conference


day 2
NOVEMBER 10, 2022

Kickoff and SPCEA Contributor Of The Year announcement 
Chris Domanski, CPCE, President – SPCEA, USA

Contribution to cost engineering field in 2022.

Career Management 101 for cost engineers: Preparing for the future
Eric Gierahn, Sr. Manager – Product Program Cost Optimization, General Motors Corporation, USA 
Jeff Miller, Semiconductor Technology Cost Lead, General Motors Corporation, USA

  Cost engineering roles create skills and expertise that are in great demand by other organizations within a company. These skills 
are especially important for those who intend to pursue careers in the engineering, procurement, and/or quality professions, as they 
aren’t necessarily predetermined by your formal education. Career planning is essential to prepare for future roles, to avoid technical 
obsolescence, and to leverage your cost engineering experience for career advancement.  With these goals in mind, this presentation 
will provide practical recommendations for planning your career by providing suggestions on how to gain recognition from your 
process partners and recommendations on how to be seen as a valued resource by senior leadership.

Emission assessment as integrated part of cost and value engineering
Severin Heimrath, CEO / Managing Director, AWS Systemtechnik GmbH, Germany

 Over the last years global warming and climatic change have more and more become obvious. First countermeasures like green zones 
in cities and plastic bag ban have entered our lives. If you, as cost and value engineer, want to be prepared for the future, you should 
take this new view into consideration in your work in the development process of products or in the review of already existing prod-
ucts. Every production step, every gram of material and all logistic connections no matter where their position in the supply chain is, is 
responsible for the emission of CO2e. We will show you a way to assess the emissions as part of a cost analysis and see if emissions 
and cost optimization can go hand in hand.

Cost optimization as a company-wide system
Craig Theisen, author of ”C-O-S-T”, former VP and GM at Johnson Controls, USA

 Achieving true cost optimization takes a company-wide system where employees constantly focus on reducing product costs and 
validate new cost benchmarks that product development teams can incorporate into future products. These new and validated 
benchmarks must flow to the product development teams for inclusion in future product designs, manufacturing methods, and value 
streams. In this session, Craig Theisen, who led the development of C-O-S-T, will discuss the system that motivates the entire  
company in optimizing product costs during product development and thereby maximizes product lifecycle profits.

Cost as target, performances as must! The approach of Körber-Tissue
Marco Salvini, Global Costing Manager, Körber Tissue, Italy

Körber is a leading international technology group with technical cutting edge solutions and a strong focus on cost leadership. 
Developing customer driven products according to a cost/effectiveness view is mandatory at Körber. In order to consolidate its 
leadership position, an internal process to predict and guarantee the Company’s marginality has been developed. Due to the global 
organization of Körber-Tissue, it had to refine tools for localized cost estimation as concrete decision maker for strategic decision. 
This session will guide you through the activities costing and estimating at Körber-Tissue. Starting from the development process 
and estimation of a single component to the consolidation of multi-location global projects.

 OE Cost Model Types – Why and how Rolls-Royce Aerospace  
standardized the model types for cost engineering globally
Carsten Voss, Cost Capability Engineering Manager, Rolls-Royce, Germany

 Over the last decade Rolls-Royce delivered an unprecedented amount of NPI programs in parallel. This activity was supported by 
a large intake of cost engineers which ultimately delivered a large amount of product cost estimates. To ensure quality, re-use of 
created cost models and to avoid duplication of work, it became apparent that engineering standardization in the cost team was 
missing. This sharing of the Rolls-Royce journey is aimed to help other cost engineering departments recognize similar  
potential and encourage developing a formal, structured and document understanding of the subject.
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corporate 
members

SPCEA GREATLY APPRECIATES THE SUPPORT OF OUR
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